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Three designs for a magnetic trap that will simultaneously confine
neutral atoms and a non-neutral plasma

Daniel H. E. Dubina)

Department of Physics, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093

~Received 18 April 2001; accepted 19 July 2001!

Three trap designs are proposed for the simultaneous confinement of neutral atoms and a
non-neutral plasma in close proximity. One design uses axially symmetric static magnetic fields with
a magnetic minimum in a ring around the trap axis. Axial symmetry is required for confinement of
the rotating non-neutral plasma, and the magnetic minimum traps the neutral atoms. The second
design uses a rotating axially asymmetric magnetic field superimposed on a cusp field to create a
time-averaged magnetic minimum~a ‘‘TOP’’ trap!. The rotating asymmetry acts as a magnetic
‘‘rotating wall’’ to help confine the non-neutral plasma. In the third design, a cylindrically symmetric
high-order multipole field traps the neutral atoms, which are made to rotate about the trap axis in
order to avoid the magnetic null at the trap center. These designs may be useful for the production
and confinement of cold antihydrogen. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1403355#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, minimumB magnetic traps have
developed into a standard technology for trapping neu
clouds of atoms.1 These traps use magnetic fields with a loc
minimum in uB(r )u at a point whereuBu remains nonzero.

One standard trap design, the ‘‘Ioffe–Pritchard’’ trap,2 is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. A pair of Helmholtz coi
create a saddle point inuBu at the trap center. The saddle
transformed to a minimum by four Ioffe bars. The magne
minimum creates a potential well for some atoms sin
atomic spinsm align either with or against the magnetic fiel
The magnetic dipole energy for spins aligned against
field is

EM52m•B5umuuBu, ~1!

which is minimized at the trap center. The magnetic fie
does not vanish in the well; otherwise a spin could flip at
magnetic null~‘‘Majorana flips’’ 3! and the magnetic mini-
mum would then expel the atoms rather than confine the

The Ioffe–Pritchard trap is an excellent configuration
many purposes. However, the design is not cylindrica
symmetric, and this is a problem for certain applicatio
One such application is the production and confinemen
cold antihydrogen. Two experiments are currently underw
to achieve this goal.4 The experiments use Penning traps
trap two cold single species non-neutral plasmas consis
of anti-protons and positrons respectively, from which it
hoped that antihydrogen can be created by careful comb
tion of the two species. The antihydrogen must then be c
fined in a neutral atom trap. A recent analysis5 has shown
that stable single-particle orbits exist for individual positro
and antiprotons trapped in the non-axisymmetric magn
field produced by an Ioffe–Pritchard trap. However, if t

a!Electronic mail: dhdubin@ucsd.edu
4331070-664X/2001/8(10)/4331/9/$18.00
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trapped single-species plasmas are cold and of high den
so as to maximize recombination rates when they are c
bined, the large-scale static field asymmetries produced
the Ioffe bars will degrade plasma confinement, caus
plasma heating and charged particle loss at levels that
probably unacceptable.6

In this paper we consider three possible methods
trapping neutral atoms in close proximity to a cold, den
non-neutral plasma. The first method relies on a novel cy
drically symmetric magnetic configuration that can be us
as a Penning trap to confine a non-neutral plasma, but
has a minimum inuBu so that it can simultaneously tra
neutral atoms. The magnetic minimum is on a ring arou
the axis of symmetry of the trap. We will show that potent
well depths of order 1 K or more should be achievable wit
this trap design. It is important for the well to be as deep
possible, since the antihydrogen will be created at the pla
temperature of a few K, and will also have kinetic ener
associated with the plasma rotation.

A second design uses a standard ‘‘time-averaged orbi
potential’’ ~TOP! trap7 to confine the neutral atoms. Like th
Ioffe–Pritchard trap, this design imposes large-scale a
muthal magnetic asymmetries, but the asymmetries are m
to rotate around the trap axis. This rotating magnetic fi
has two effects: first, the torque exerted on the plasma by
rotating field may act to spin up the plasma, possibly ev
keeping it confined indefinitely in much the same manner
electrostatic ‘‘rotating wall’’ asymmetries used in oth
experiments.8 Second, the rotating field, in concert with
static cusp field, creates a time-averaged magnetic minium
the trap center, withuBuÞ0 there. However, the effective
depth of this potential minimum is probably limited to o
order 0.1 K or less.

We also consider a third design that, like the first desi
uses static cylindrically symmetric magnetic fields to confi
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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both the plasma and the neutral atoms. Here the magn
minimum is a null at the trap center. In order to keep neu
atoms away from this magnetic null, the neutral atom clo
is made to spin, creating a centrifugal potential that rep
the cloud of neutrals from the trap center. The rate of rotat
may be controlled with a small rotating magnetic field. T
main static magnetic field contains sufficiently high mul
pole moments~n54 or higher! in order to overcome the
centrifugal potential at large radius and trap the atoms i
ring. We will show that well depths of order 1 K or more
could be obtained in this design, depending on the rota
frequency of the neutral atoms and the strength of the m
netic field.

Although antihydrogen formation requires the recom
nation of positron and antiproton plasmas, the work p
sented here considers only the trapping of a single spe
plasma in conjunction with a neutral atom trap. There
several reasons for this approach: first, separate single
cies plasmas must be confined and cooled before recomb
tion can be attempted. It would be easiest to do this nearb
the region where recombination and neutral atom trapp
will occur, so it is important to consider the equilibrium o
single species plasmas in the fields created by a neutral a
trap. Second, the recombination process itself is not yet
derstood: the partially neutralized plasma may exhibit a h
of instabilities, and issues regarding both the axial and ra
confinement of such plasmas have not yet been resol
although progress is being made.9–11 By focussing on the
trapping of a single species plasma in conjunction with n
tral atoms, our work avoids these thorny issues.

However, our work could have some bearing on the
combination process: one possible recombination techn
would be to allow only a relatively small number of antipr
tons at a time to enter into the positron region, so that

FIG. 1. Magnetic coil configuration of an Ioffe–Pritchard neutral atom tr
Arrows show the direction of currents.
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positron plasma remains nearly completely unneutralized
might be hoped that a small density of antiprotons wo
have an insignificant effect on the positron stability, and t
a description of the system as a single species plasma m
then be relevant. In this scenario, one of the traps discus
in this paper could serve as the recombination section.

As a final caveat, the magnet designs presented h
have not been optimized with regard to engineering feasi
ity. Some of the designs are somewhat unusual, and ma
difficult to realize in their present form. In particular, desig
limitations due to stresses on the magnetic coils will not
discussed. However, it is hoped that one or more of th
concepts may prove to be a useful first step in the desig
a realistic neutral atom/non-neutral plasma trap.

II. A CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC MINIMUM- B
PENNING TRAP

Cylindrically symmetric minimum-B equilibria have re-
ceived considerable attention in the neutral plasma com
nity due to their superior MHD stability properties.12 Our
first design is similar to the ‘‘stuffed cusp,’’ but with a
added solenoidal magnetic field, which is required for no
neutral plasma confinement.

A schematic of the magnetic elements in the trap
shown in Fig. 2. The trap consists of a solenoidal magn
field B0ẑ, which for simplicity is assumed to be uniform; a
azimuthal magnetic fieldBuaû/r created by a wire aligned
along the axis of the solenoid, and the field from a curr
loop concentric with the solenoid whose current runs in
opposite direction to that of the solenoid. The latter fie

.

FIG. 2. Magnetic coil configuration of a cylindrically symmetric minimum
B Penning trap.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Bl (r ,z) is most easily written in terms of the vector potent
associated with the loop, assumed to have radiusa,

Bl ~r ,z!52
]Au l

]z
r̂ 1

1

r

]

]r
~rAu l

!ẑ, ~2!

where

Au l
~r ,z!

52
2B0l

a2

pAa21r 21z212ar
F ~22m!K~m!22E~m!

m G , ~3!

m5
4ar

a21r 21z212ar
, ~4!

K(m) and E(m) are the complete elliptic functions,13 and
B0l

5Bl(r 50,z50).
WhenB0l

,B0 , the loop magnetic field cancels out th
solenoidal field at a ring of radiusr 0 in the plane of the loop
~the x–y plane!. When B0l

.B0 , the field is cancelled a
points6z0 along thez axis ~see Fig. 3!.

Without an applied azimuthal fieldBu, the ring at r
5r 0 andz5z0 is both a magnetic mimimum and a magne
null, which makes it unusable as an atom trap. With an a
muthal field,uBu no longer vanishes. Since the azimuthal fie
is monotonically decreasing withr, the location of the mini-
mum is shifted outwards to a locationr m.r 0 . For Bu suffi-
ciently large, the minimum disappears as it is pushed tow
the loop. The dependence ofr m on Bu /B0 is shown in Fig. 4
for several values ofB0l

/B0 . WhenB0l
/B0>1, the mini-

mum location is at finitez56zm . The variation ofzm with
Bu /B0 is also shown in Fig. 4 for one choice ofB0 /B0l

.
Contours of constantuBu are shown in grayscale in Fig.

for the choicesB0 /B0l
52.6, giving r 050.81a; andBu /B0

50.125, givingr m50.83a. For these parameters, contou
of constantuBu with uBu/B0&0.9 do not intersect the walls o
the apparatus.

For antihydrogen in the ground state,umu.\e/2mec.
According to Eq.~1!, a solenoidal field ofB052 T therefore
corresponds to a potential well of depth (0.9– 0.12
0.83)mB051 K. Atoms with temperature less than th
should collect around the minimum atr 5r m . A field B0*8

FIG. 3. r andz location of the field null as the ratio of the solenoidal to loo
field is varied. NoBu field is applied.
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T increases the well depth above the temperature of liq
helium, obviating the need to cool the trap walls with a d
lution refrigerator.

We now turn to the non-neutral plasma confineme
characteristics of this trap design. It is well known th
single-species plasmas can be confined in a thermal equ
rium state by static cylindrically symmetric fields.14 The un-
neutralized charge cloud rotates about the trap axis with
tation frequencyv. For low plasma temperature such that t
Debye length is small compared to the plasma size,
plasma density in thermal equilibrium is determined by t
equation14

n~r ,z!5
mv

2pe2 ~Vcz
~r ,z!2v!, ~5!

whereVcz
5eBz(r ,z)/mc is the cyclotron frequency base

only on the axial component of the total magnetic field. He
e is the charge andm the mass of the plasma particles. No
that the azimuthal fieldBu does not play a role in non-neutra
plasma confinement.

Equation~5! follows from the fact that rotation through
magnetic field creates an effective potential wellfB(r ,z) for
the particles, where

fB~r ,z!5
evr

c
Au~r ,z!2

mv2r 2

2
. ~6!

The second term is the deconfining centrifugal potential a
Au(r ,z) is theu-component of the magnetic vector potentia
given by

Au~r ,z!5Au l
~r ,z!1 1

2 B0r 2, ~7!

whereAu l
is the loop vector potential, given by Eq.~3!. The

potentialfB can be thought of as due to a fictitious neutr
izing background charge of densityn(r ,z); that is,
“

2fB(r ,z)54pe2n(r ,z). The equilibrium plasma density
matches the densityn out to a surface of revolution wher
the supply of plasma charge is exhausted. The shape of
surface is determined by the condition that it is an equi
tential in the frame rotating with the plasma. Therefore
find the plasma shape, we solve the equation

f~r ,z!uS5constant, ~8!

FIG. 4. Location of magnetic minimum versus azimuthal fieldBu for three
values of the ratio of solenoidal to loop fields,B0 /B0l

. Solid curves are
radial position, dashed curve is the axial position forB0 /B0l

51.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~Color! An example of plasma confinement i
the cylindrically symmetric minimum-B Penning trap.
Plasma density is shown by colored contours, magne
field intensity is shown by gray scale contours. Gre
lines are magnetic flux surfaces. Arrows denote the
cation of current-carrying wires. Thick blue lines ar
electrodes. In this example,B0 /B0l

52.6, Bu /B0

50.125, andV50.38pen0a2.
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where S is the surface of the plasma, andf is the total
potential, including the self-consistent potentialfP(r ,z)
from the plasma itself, and the potentialfV(r ,z) from volt-
ages on surrounding electrodes:

f~r ,z!5fP~r ,z!1fV~r ,z!1fB~r ,z!. ~9!

Since our design has a central wire, required for the a
muthal fieldBu , a voltageV must be applied to the wire in
order to repel plasma charges. This creates a hollow plas
In Fig. 5 we assume that the wire has radiusb50.05a, and
that there is a surrounding grounded cylindrical electrode
r 5a. The plasma is assumed to be a long column. For la
uzu away from the loop, the magnetic field is nearly unifor
and the plasma forms a hollow column with uniform dens
n05(mv/2pe2)(V02v), whereV05(eB0 /mc) is the cy-
clotron frequency associated with the solenoidal field on
The inner and outer radii of the hollow column,r 1 and r 2 ,
are related to the voltageV on the inner wire by the condi
tion thatf(r 1 ,z)5f(r 2 ,z)5constant:

V5pen0F r 2
22r 1

212r 1
2 lnS r 1

b D22r 2
2 lnS r 2

a D G . ~10!

In Fig. 5, we have chosenr 150.2a, r 250.3a, so that
V50.38pen0a2. We have also assumed thatv/V0!1, so
that we can neglect the centrifugal potential infB @see Eq.
~6!#. In this case we need not specifyv in determining the
plasma equilibrium.

One can see from the figure that the plasma expa
radially and decreases in density nearz50, since the confin-
ing Bz field is weakest here. One can also see that the m
mum B ring is well outside the plasma. This is hardly su
prising, sinceBz vanishes atr 0,r m , and the plasma must b
confined in a region away from this point according to E
~5!. In principle, it is possible to construct finite-leng
plasma equilibria that contain the minimum ring atr m since
Bz does not vanish atr m , but rather atr 0 . However, the
confinement potentialf(r ,z) exhibits only a very weak
minimum in this case.
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Since the plasma rotates with frequencyv, neutral atoms
created by recombination at radiusr within this plasma will
be created with a certain amount of angular momentum,l z

5Mvur , where M is the atomic mass andvu is the azi-
muthal velocity, which has an average value ofvr . This will
create a tendency for the neutral atom cloud to spin. T
rotation creates a deconfining centrifugal potential for
neutral atoms, which can be expressed as an additional
in Eq. ~1!:

EM5umuuBu1
1

2

l z
2

Mr 2 . ~11!

So far we have assumed that this centrifugal term
negligible. However, this depends on the size ofl z . In typi-
cal experiments, the rotation frequencyv/2p is on the order
of several kHz. Taking the plasma radius to ber p.1 cm, we
may estimate angular momentum due to rotation asl z

;Mvr p
2 . Then for an antihydrogen atom the centrifug

term is

0.5Mv2r p
4/r 250.24 KS v/2p

1 kHz
D 2S r p

r D 2S r p

1 cmD 2

.

One can see that a rotation frequency of 1 kHz and a pla
radius of 1 cm leads to a small centrifugal correction toEM ;
however,v/2p510 kHz would cause a large change in t
magnetic well, possibly leading to deconfinement, depend
on the ratio ofr p /r at the location of minimumB. In order
to trap large densities required for rapid recombination
large magnetic field will therefore be required so thatv re-
mains small.

Another potential difficulty with this design involves th
central wire. Astute readers may already have noted that
ducing a tesla size field with a central wire~or wires! re-
quires exceedingly high currents. Fortunately, the azimu
field produced by the central wires need not be this lar
Recall that the only purpose of the azimuthal field is to p
vent Majorana flips by keepinguBu finite at the magnetic
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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minimum. For cryogenic atoms, this can be accomplish
with modest azimuthal fields, on the order of a few gau
The argument is as follows. Majorana flips are preven
when the minimum spin precession frequency, 2mBmin /\
@where Bmin5B(rm,zm) is the minimum magnetic field
strength#, is much greater than the maximum rate of var
tion of the magnetic field as seen by an atom moving thro
the minimum, (v̄“B/B)max;v̄B0 /aBmin , wherev̄ is the ther-
mal speed of the atoms. Comparing these two rates for a
hydrogen yields

Bmin@1.3 Gauss~B0/1 Tesla!1/2~T/1 K!1/2~a/1 cm!21/2.
~12!

Thus, a field of 10–100 Gauss at the magnetic minim
should be sufficient to prevent any Majorana flips from o
curring, provided that the atoms are cold.

Finally, we note that it is possible to create a rin
minimum-B configuration that does not need a central w
the ‘‘Furth–Andreoletti’’ trap.12 This considerably simplifies
the trap design, but unfortunately the depth of the magn
minimum in such traps is exceedingly weak.15 In Sec. IV we
will discuss an axisymmetric trap design that also avoids
central wire, but has a well depth of order 1 K or more.

III. ‘‘TOP’’ PENNING TRAP

This design uses a standard time-averaged orbiting
tential ~TOP! trap, combined with a Penning trap, as d
played schematically in Fig. 6. The non-neutral plasma
confined in the upper section by a solenoidal magnetic fi
In the lower section this field is cancelled by an oppos
field, creating a cusp with a null on thez axis, below the

FIG. 6. Schematic of the magnetic coils for a TOP Penning trap.
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plasma. Neutral atoms are trapped in the magnetic well
ated by the cusp. The plasma is held away from the null b
biased cylindrical electrode~not shown!.

To this configuration is added a rotating magnetic fie
predominantly in thex–y plane, rotating with frequencyv.
The field is created bym52 ~or more! pairs of Helmholtz
coils located about the trap as shown. The current in the c
is oscillated at frequencyv/m, and phased byp/m between
adjacent pairs of coils.

For simplicity in the following analysis, we take the so
lenoidal field and rotating field to be uniform, and the cusp
be created by a single current loop, resulting in

Bt5Bl ~r ,z!1B0ẑ1Br~ x̂ cosvt1 ŷ sinvt !, ~13!

where Br is the strength of the rotating field, andv is its
rotation frequency. This frequency must be chosen to
small compared to the spin precession frequency 2muBtu/\
in order for the spins to be able to follow the rotating fie
without flipping; but the rotation must be rapid compared

FIG. 7. ~Color! An example of plasma confinement in a TOP Penning tr
Plasma density is shown by colored contours, time-averaged magnetic
intensity ^uBtu& is shown by gray-scale contours. Green lines are magn
flux surfaces neglecting the rotating field. Arrows in and out of the pa
denote the location of current-carrying wires. Thick blue lines are e
trodes. Red dot is the location of the ‘‘circle of death.’’ In this examp
B0 /B0l

50.75, Br /B050.05, andVr50.6pen0a2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the dynamical frequencies of the antihydrogen in the trap
so, the rotating field can be time averaged, resulting in
average magnetic potential energy

ETOP5m^uBtu&5m
2p

v E
0

2p/v

dtuBtu. ~14!

Near the cusp, located atz5zc , a Taylor expansion ofBl

yields

Bl 'B8~r r̂ 22~z2zc!ẑ!2B0ẑ, ~15!

where B8 is the radial derivative ofBl at the cusp;B8
5]Bl r

/]r uz5zc
r 50

. The average overuBtu can then be easily

performed, yielding

ETOP5
a

2
~r 212~z2zc!

2!, ~16!

wherea5B82/(2Br). Thus, the averaged potentialETOP ex-
hibits a minimum at the location of the cusp; but the ma
netic field itself is nonzero there, taking on the valueBr .

Plasma confinement in this setup is similar to the el
trostatic ‘‘rotating wall’’ perturbations used in several no
neutral plasma experiments, where the rotating perturba
is created by oscillating voltages applied to 2m sectors cen-
tered atu j5p j /m.8 It has been shown that electrostatic w
perturbations with appropriate phase can be used to confi
plasma indefinitely, over a range of temperatures from mK
eV.

It is currently unknown whether a rotating magnetic fie
will work as a magnetic ‘‘rotating wall,’’ because there ha
been no experiments to test this concept. However, there
been considerable work on a similar configuration, the ‘‘ro
mak,’’ for use in driving currents in a neutral plasma. In th
device fields of order 600 Gauss were made to rotate at
kHz, which should be sufficient for magnetic rotating wa
confinement of non-neutral plasmas.16 A rotating field in the
x–y plane causes the total field confining the non-neu
plasma to tilt slightly, and this tilt precesses around thez axis
at frequencyv; ideally, this will spin up the plasma to fre
quencyv. For a 4 Tesla solenoidal field and a 600 Gau
rotating field the tilt is 0.9°. A static field tilted by thi
amount would cause rapid plasma loss,17 indicating that such
a rotating tilt would probably couple well to the plasma.

An example of a cold trapped plasma confined in t
configuration is shown in Fig. 7. In this figure the effect
the plasma of the rotating magnetic field is neglected
simplicity: it would slightly distort the plasma equilibrium
into a rotating 3D figure without cylindrical symmetry. Th
gray contours show the time-averaged value ofuBtu, com-
pared toB0 , assuming thatBr50.05B0 . We chooseB0 /B0l

50.75, so that the cusp is atzc /a5A(B0l
/B0)2/321

50.46. The plasma is held away from this cusp by a sin
cylindrical electrode, biased to the voltageVr50.6pen0a2.

Note that atBr5600 G, the spin precession frequency
1010rad/s, which is much larger thanv. Therefore, the
atomic spins should easily be able to follow the rotating fi
without flipping and deconfining the atoms. Also, note tha
100 kHz, the skin depth of copper is roughly 200mm. This
may necessitate the use of nonconductive cylindrical e
Downloaded 21 Sep 2001 to 132.239.73.69. Redistribution subject to A
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trodes with a thin conductive inner coating in order to allo
the rotating wall field to penetrate into the plasma confin
ment region. Alternatively, an open design with large ga
between the electrodes could be attempted.

However, a 600 G rotating field may be insufficient f
confinement of antihydrogen. This is because in a TOP t
the magnetic field strengthuBu goes to zero at a point tha
rotates around the trap center~termed the ‘‘circle of death’’!.
According to Eq.~13!, the radius and height (r d ,zd) of this
circle is given by the solution to the coupled equatio
Bl r

(r d ,zd)2Br50, and Bl z
(r d ,zd)1B050. Using Eq.

~15!, one obtainszd.zc , and r d.Br /B8. The location of
this point is shown as a red dot in Fig. 7, for the giv
parameters of the figure.

To keep from suffering Majorana flips, neutral atom
must be confined within this circle, imposing an effecti
well depth of

Emax5m
Br

4
, ~17!

according to Eq.~16!. A 600 G rotating field yieldsEmax

520 mK, which is more than sufficient for laser-cooled a
oms but may be difficult to achieve with antihydrogen, f
which efficient laser cooling techniques are still a subject
ongoing research.18 While temperatures on this order~or
even lower! have been achieved in magnetically trapped h
drogen using dilution refrigerators19 and evaporative
cooling,20 such techniques may not be applicable to antih
drogen studies. Evaporative cooling throws away a la
fraction of the atoms in order to lower the energy of t
remainder, which may be problematic when dealing w
small quantities of antihydrogen. Also, the thermal coupli
of dilution-refrigerated walls to neutral antihydrogen atom
in a high-vacuum environment has not been clarified. In a
case, the deeper the trap well, the better the chances of
cess.

By lowering the rotation frequencyv from hundreds to
tens of kHz, larger rotating fields could be possible, possi
up to a few thousand Gauss. However, according to Eq.~17!,
even these large fields limit the maximum confinement te
perature to of order 0.1 K. It may be possible to increase
potential well depth further by employing more complex r
tating fields that include a quadrupole component.21 How-
ever, the feasibility of rotating a quadrupole field of seve
thousand Gauss at tens of kilohertz is unclear.

If and when experimental techniques are developed
that milliKelvin temperature antihydrogen can be easily c
ated, a design based on the TOP rotating magnetic field
would probably be the most straightforward approach to c
fining both neutral antihydrogen and a non-neutral plasm
Until that time, however, the field geometry of Sec. II pr
vides the required well depth of 1 K or more, as well as the
cylindrical symmetry needed for plasma confinement.

IV. CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC ROTATING ATOM
TRAP

The configuration of magnets discussed in Sec. II
cludes a central current-carrying wire, which complicates
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Downloaded 21 S
TABLE I. Parameters of a cylindrically symmetric rotating neutral atom trap with a single multipole
component.

Multipole
moment

n An

Radius of
minimum

r m /a
Minimum energy

EBmin
/mBn

Scaled maximum
(rotation frequency)2

amax

Radius of minimum
at a5amax

(r m /a)max

4 3/2 4a/9 22/9 (2.222) 3/2 0.666 . . .
5 15/8 (4a/15)1/2 215/32 (2.469) 15/8 0.7070 . . .
6 15/8 (16a/75)1/3 29/32001/3 (2.611) 15/8 0.737 . . .
7 35/16 (16a/105)1/4 235/24) (2.842) 35/16 0.760 . . .
8 35/16 (32a/245)1/5 225/8•3921/5 (2.947) 35/16 0.778 . . .
9 315/128 (32a/315)1/6 2945/512•22/3 (21.16) 315/128 0.794 . . .
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design. In this section, we discuss one possible alternativ
the design of Sec. II which retains cylindrical symmetry, b
has no central wire.

As discussed in Sec. II, rotation of the neutral ato
about the trap axis creates a deconfining centrifugal po
tial. For single particles, the effective potential is given
Eq. ~11!. This potential repels any atom withl zÞ0 away
from the trap center. Therefore, if one creates a magnetic
at r50 to trap the neutral atoms, and if one can cause
neutral atoms to rotate about the trap axis so that all at
have l zÞ0, the atoms can be trapped in the magnetic w
but will avoid the central magnetic null. Furthermore, sin
the atoms will be created through recombination in a rotat
plasma they will already have an angular momentum ass
ated with this rotation. The confinement scheme would
similar to that displayed in Fig. 6; the non-neutral plasm
would be confined in the upper section, and the neutral at
would be confined in the lower section~using a cylindrically
symmetric configuration of magnets, to be described p
ently!.

Even if the bulk rotation of the neutral cloud is mai
tained, thermalization of the neutrals through atom–at
collisions would eventually create atoms with sufficien
low l z such that these atoms would fall through the null
the trap center and be lost due to Majorana flips. This l
process can be avoided through careful design of the m
netic well and careful control of the neutral rotation fr
quency, as we will now show.

For a thermalized gas of neutral atoms, the sing
particle potential of Eq.~11! should be replaced by the Bol
zmann potential associated with gas rotating with unifo
rotation frequencyv:

EB5mB2 1
2 Mv2r 2. ~18!

This potential energy enters in the Boltzmann therm
distribution,22

f ~r ,v!5~2pkBT/M !23/2npe2M (v2vr û)2/2kBTe2EB(r ,z)/kBT,
~19!

wherenp is a constant~the neutral particle density at the tra
center whereEB50!. The centrifugal term in Eq.~18! will
still repel particles from the trap axis, provided that the
tractive magnetic potentialmB is sufficiently weak near the
axis. This can be arranged by employing a high order mu
pole field. Assume for the moment thatB has only a single
multipole component, that is,
ep 2001 to 132.239.73.69. Redistribution subject to A
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B5“S BnS r s

a D n

Pn~cosu! D , ~20!

whereBn is a constant,r s is spherical radius andu is the
usual spherical polar coordinate.

Then one can see thatn>4 is required, so thatuBu
}r s

n21 is sufficiently weak at smallr s and the centrifugal
force creates a local maximum ofEB at r 50. Also, these
higher multipoles are sufficiently strong at largerr s to over-
come the centrifugal force and confine the atoms in a cir
lating ring about the trap axis. Atoms will then be unable
reach the origin provided that the well depth is larger th
kBT.

For n>4 there is a minimum inEB in thez50 plane, at
finite r . The energy in thez50 plane can be written, using
Eqs.~18! and ~20!, as

EB~r ,z50!5mBnFAnS r

aD n21

2aS r

aD 2G , ~21!

where An5An2Pn
2(0)1Pn8

2(0), the prime indicates differ-
entiation, anda5Mv2a2/(2mBn) is a dimensionless num
ber parameterizing the relative strength of the centrifugal
magnetic forces. Forn>4, Eq. ~21! has a minimum atr
5r m5a(2a/(n21)An)1/(n23). At the minimum,EB takes
on the value

EBmin
52mBnaF 2a

~n21!An
G2/~n23! n23

n21
, ~22!

which shows that asa increases, the minimum energy b
comes more negative and the well becomes deeper. H
ever, Eq.~21! implies that the largest well depth occurs
a5amax5An ; otherwiseEB(r 5a,z50),0, and according
to Eq. ~19! it begins to be more likely for particles to hit th
magnetic coils atr 5a than to escape to the origin. The va
ues ofamax and corresponding values ofuEBmin

u and r m are
given in Table I. Also,EB(r ,z50) is displayed in Fig. 8 for
several values ofn and fora5amax.

One can see from the table and the figure that the w
depth can meet or even exceedmBn , depending on the val-
ues of n and a. Furthermore, the higher the order of th
multipole, the deeper the confinement~although at highn the
radius of the minimum approachesa!. Values of Bn of a
Tesla or more should be technically feasible, allowing tr
depths of order 1 K or more. For example, if we taken56
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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and B655 Tesla, then Table I implies the maximum we
depth isuEBmin

u52 K, realized at a rotation frequency ofv

532 kHz31/a(cm).
The magnetic field does not need to be a perfect mu

pole for the design to work. Consider, for example, the fi
created by 6 current loops on the surface of a sphere
radiusa, separated inu by equal amounts, and given alte
nating currents of the correct magnitude to null outBz ,
]2Bz /]z2 and ]4Bz /]z4 at the origin.~The first and third
derivatives ofBz vanish by symmetry of the configuration!
The field is of the form of Eq.~20! near the origin withn
56, but differs substantially from Eq.~20! as r→a. Never-
theless, a contour plot ofEB vs r andz for this configuration
of currents, shown in Fig. 9~for the case of maximum wel
depth!, shows that the confinement is nearly as good as f
perfect n56 multipole, both in terms of maximum we
depth and spatial extent of the well.

For any cryogenic system of particles rotating at tens
kilohertz, heating due to conversion of rotational energy i
thermal energy is clearly an important concern. Unfor
nately, not much is known about this phenomenon in neu
atom traps. Although experiments have been performed
rotating Bose–Einstein condensates, rotation rates of on
few hundred hertz were obtained by torquing on the ato
with lasers,23 and in these experiments the heating due
rotation was apparently not an important problem. Nevert
less, several possible mechanisms present themselve
heating the atoms by slowing their rotation. One obvio
candidate, collisions with background neutrals, can pres
ably be minimized by operating in a cryogenic high vacuu
environment. Another possible mechanism is the scatte
of the circulating atoms by static magnetic field asymmetr
Such asymmetries always exist at some level, even in
most carefully constructed traps, and would eventually le
to slowing of the rotational motion, accompanied by heat
and particle loss.

One possible method of circumventing this proble
would be to again apply a magnetic ‘‘rotating wall.’’ Thi
time, the purpose is to keep the neutrals rotating, althoug
could also be used to control the plasma. Since the rotati
drag from magnetic field errors and/or other processes is

FIG. 8. Boltzmann potential vs radiusr in thez50 plane for several perfec
multipole fields,n54, 6, 8, and 10. The potential is shown for the case
maximum well depth, where scaled rotation frequencya5amax, so that
EB50 at r 5a.
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sumably weak, the magnitude of the rotating field cou
probably be considerably smaller than the 600 Gauss fi
discussed in the previous section. The torque from this ro
ing field ~and from the static field errors! is found using Eq.
~1!:

t52m
]B

]u
. ~23!

This equation shows that even a simple uniform rotat
field, as in Eq.~13!, could work to torque on the atoms an
maintain their rotation at some equilibrium level. By slow
varying the rotation rate of the field, the atoms could
accelerated or decelerated as their rotation rate equilibr
with that of the field. This method has proven to be qu
successful when applied~using electrostatic fields! to non-
neutral plasmas rotating at up to hundreds of kiloher8

However, it is currently unknown whether the rotating fie
technique will work with neutral atoms.
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f

FIG. 9. ~Color! The Boltzmann potential from an approximaten56 multi-
pole, created by 6 current loops. Gray contours are contours of con
EB /mB6 , for maximum well depth~a50.85 chosen such thatEB50 at r
5a!. Green lines are magnetic field lines.
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